secondary school is the spurious college; and let me remark without offensive epithet that most of our universities, my own among the number, perhaps of necessity for the present, are doing much of their work in the college field; while many of them by low standards of admission to law and medicine are accepting students that should be in the secondary schools. All this is wrong and in the interest of fair dealing it should be remedied as soon as possible. It would be a Godsend to our secondary schools if the spurious colleges could be reduced in title or, where that proves impossible, strangled; and it is most unfortunate that so much work in our universities should be a duplication of what the colleges offer.
The secondary is older than the elementary school as at present organized, and older than either the college or the university. It antedates, indeed, by several centuries the oldest of the European universities. In the United States these schools are divided into public and private. The Commissioner of Education in his report for 1892-3 counts about I400 of the private and of the public some 2800. It is surprising to find that according to his statistics these two classes of institutions, one of which is twice as numerous as the other, are almost equal to each other in property and material possessions.
In attendance the difference is greater. To the private schools he assigns some Ioo,ooo students and to the public 130,000. The chief aim of the private secondary school is to get students ready for college, its subordinate aim to fit them for life; while in the public high school the chief aim is to fit students for life and preparation for college is subordinate. It may be remarked in passing that the private schools, adapting themselves so far as possible to the colleges, have had little influence upon requirements for admission to the freshman class. On the other hand the public high schools, aiming primarily at preparation for life, have been and are still forcing the colleges to revise materially their entrance requirements. In this way the masses of the people are compelling our institutions of higher learning to greater breadth and liberality.
May the process go on and by going gather strength. In the East the chief dependence of the colleges is upon the private fitting schools and the endowed academies; in the West the state universities at least rely chiefly upon the public high schools.
To secure unquestioned recognition a secondary school should have at least these things:
I. Well arranged courses of study, the last four years of which are devoted chiefly to Latin, Greek, French, German, English, history, algebra, geometry, and science.
2. A sufficient number of well-trained teachers.
3. Sufficient equipment, consisting of a library, suitable rooms, and a laboratory or laboratories.
In many places music, drawing, manual training, bookkeeping, gymnastics, etc., are added. These are desirable additions, but provision for proper instruction in the nine subjects mentioned above is enough to establish a valid claim to the title of secondary school. A number of questions may reasonably be asked as to these essentials. I. Is it necessary that the courses be always four years long? May they not be six or three years long? I would answer yes to both questions. Some private or church fitting schools give courses six years long, but they generally take boys at about ten years of age and give some studies of elementary grade. On the other hand some fairly good high schools have courses only three years long, but in such cases until proof of excellence is furnished the presumption is always against them. Some of them have been built up by adding to the elementary grades first one year, and then another, and then a third. In such cases the lengthening of the courses to four years is generally to be expected. These defective institutions might oftentimes be properly included in lists of specific secondary schools, but for their sakes the definition should not be cut down.
Is it essential that both Latin and Greek should be taught ?
May not one or even both of them be left out? and may not modern languages be omitted? Is it absolutely necessary to teach science ? Some schools of respectable quality do not teach Greek. A few of unquestionable merit omit both Latin and Greek. Many of them omit modern languages and some teach no science at all. But the question how much may be omitted without sacrifice of title is like the question how many limbs may be removed from a man without loss of life. Most of our universities in their lists of approved schools include some that have courses only'three years long, and many that teach no Greek and many again that leave out modern languages; but most of these schools are struggling forward and will in a few years repair their temporary defects. With hundreds of high schools and academies that meet fully the essentials as stated above, and with a constant tendency towards this standard on the part of even the defective, I dare not set the definition lower. Chicago alone has fourteen high schools that more than meet the terms of the definition, and that have enrolled over 8000 pupils. For sufficient reasons we all know how to make exceptions to any rule or definition.
Many of our secondary schools teach political economy, and in the elementary grades civil government has become a characteristic. I would that in both subjects the instruction could be so broadened as to include something of social ethics. In my opinion it is highly important to teach carefully the duties of life that arise from its greater relations-such duties as come from the relations of parent and child, husband and wife, neighbor and neighbor, citizen and muncipality, citizen and state, corporation and general public, etc. The state and its organization and our relations to it should be a part of a larger question. Minute inquiries into the foundation of ethics, and the basis of right and wrong might be avoided.
I do not forget that in teaching punctuality, regularity, order, industry, good behavior, and the facing of recurring responsibilities our schools are already cultivating the very roots of morality. Nevertheless this invaluable training might receive a good supplement in the formal teaching of those duties that arise from the greater relations of life. It is a gratuitous assumption that children coming from households of limitation get unconsciously and intuitively proper conceptions of these duties.
As a result of personal,,experience let me plead for a larger use in our secondary schools of the library and laboratory, and for a wider reading of the masterpieces of English and American literature, with a minimum of talk on the part of the instructor. In my opinion the best teacher of literature is one whose head and heart are full of the subject and whose mouth is prone to silence. There is a tendency to launch small portions of literature upon a stream of teachers' talk. In the presence of the masterpieces of our literature the wisest and best of us should let our words be few. If facts about science be the aim, a textbook with a few experiments at the lecture counter far excels the laboratory, but the laboratory cultivates habits of mind that in the range of studies are of greater importance than any number of scientific facts. A library in charge of a librarian should be recognized as an essential part of every secondary school. The librarian should do nothing but keep the books and help the pupils in their investigations.
The library is the laboratory and the librarian the laboratory assistant for work in language, literature and history.
By college I mean in this paper an institution for academic instruction based upon the secondary schools. To secure unquestioned recognition a college must have in my judgment at least these things: (I) Respectable requirements for entrance to the Freshman class; (2) courses of study well arranged, four years' long, and embracing Latin, Greek, French, German, English, mathematics, history, political economy, philosophy, physics, chemistry, and biology; (3) at least eight good instructors who devote their whole time to teaching in the Freshman or higher classes the subjects named above; (4) a good library and suitable buildings, including three laboratories well-equipped, at least for undergraduate work, in the sciences named above ; (5) income enough to maintain well the instruction and the equipment.
Some questions may reasonably be asked. In answer to questions three and four let me remark that in the state of New York the regents who control such matters will not license a college that supports a preparatory department or that has courses of study less than four years long or that owns less than $50o,000 worth of property;' in Michigan the requirement is $50,000; in Ohio and Nebraska $5000; and in other states, so far as I know, nothing at all is demanded in money or in guarantee. But in New York the cost of living and the expense of building are higher than they are in the West, while the rate of interest is lower. People in New York consider themselves lucky if they get 5 per cent. interest on a safe investment. The president of one of the best of our Missouri colleges told me recently that his trustees never invested a dollar at less than 8 per cent. In view of the higher rate of interest and the smaller cost of living and of building in the West, I am tempted to say that $250,000 amounts to as much for the establishment and maintenance of a college in any one of our ten states as $500,000 does in New York. If the sum be raised to $300,000 I will go immediately into dogmatic assertion.
I The Regents of the state of New York, other conditions being fulfilled, license a college whose course is three years long, provided that it requires a four years' high school course for entrance, or a college that requires for entrance only three years in the high school, provided that its own course is four years long. In other words, they recognize seven years as constituting a good term of secondary and college education.
It should be remembered, however, that no minimum is safe. No institution can maintain itself that does not do more than meet minimum conditions. Even in determining the number of necessary teachers some margin should be left for the inevitable presence of the feeble minded. No minimum is continuously maintained anywhere. Recognition of it therefore must be temporary and provisional.
The absence of a preparatory department should be considered as characteristic of a genuine college, but it does not follow that the title should be denied to every institution that has such a department. There are exceptions to nearly all rules. In applying this one some note should be taken of the condition of secondary education in the adjacent territory. Where this division of education is well established as it is in New York with its 520 high schools and academies under the supervision of the regents we would all agree that the maintenance of a preparatory department should be taken as proof of low educational standards and views; but in places where secondary education is wretchedly organized, as it is in many parts of the West, the temporary maintenance of a preparatory department should not debar from recognition an institution that is doing real college work.
Question five, in reference to requirements for entrance, it is difficult to answer specifically. Indeed where -there is such variety in the matter involved no answer is worth very much. Personally I lean to the Stanford system with some modifications. I would require for all courses three years of English, three of mathematics and two of history. Then I would arrange the other units to be offered in groups suitable for the A.B., the Ph.B., or the science course. I would take care also that the total amount offered should not be distributed over more than half a dozen different subjects. With these modifications I favor in general the Stanford system, which thus changed comes fairly close to that adopted by the University of Chicago. But this is merely a personal opinion.
For In determining what are proper requirements for admission to college the secondary schools, in my opinion, have a perfect right to be heard. It is hard to establish healthy sympathy and confidence until the colleges are willing to admit cheerfully this proposition and to act accordingly.
Iowa has, within the last two or three years, through her State Teachers' Association, done some valuable work in classifying her colleges and in fixing reasonable requirements for entrance.
Stimulated by her example, the State Teachers' Association of Missouri has appointed a committee of nine members, of which I have the honor to be chairman, and to which my friend and colleague, Chancellor Chaplin, of Washington University, and the State Superintendent of Public Instruction, and six others belong. This committee is to report what, in our opinion, it takes to constitute a college, and what are reasonable demands for admission thereto, and to prepare such programmes of study for secondary schools as will lead to closer union between them and the colleges of the state. This report will be made next June. There is reason to believe that it will be adopted by an overwhelming majority. There will be no attempt to classify the colleges. The only division attempted will be that between the real and the spurious. We have been much aided by what has been done in Iowa, and are ambitious enough to hope to improve upon it. A similar movement in every state would be productive of good. But instead of these local efforts it might be well for this association to appoint a commission of at least one member from each state to answer such questions as Iowa and Missouri have proposed.
May not the college do more than is outlined above? May it not teach astronomy and other sciences, and several languages not mentioned, and particularly may it not do graduate work? To all of these questions, except the last, I would unhesitatingly answer yes. As to graduate work, let me remark that there are at least two kinds, one general, leading in most places to a master's degree, and the other professional, leading to Ph.D., and other degrees in law, medicine, engineering, etc. No study in any department is graduate in character except it be based upon good academic training. In my opinion the colleges may reasonably offer graduate work, general in character, and rounding out education to an orb of greater diameter, but they should not attempt even in academic studies that which is professional. This should be left to the universities, in spite of the fact that they now occupy constantly and most unfortunately the whole college field.
The first two years in college are really secondary in character. I always think of the high school and academy as covering the lower secondary period and the Freshman and Sophomore year at college as covering the upper secondary period. Until so much at least of academic training has been received, higher education, in my opinion, does not really begin.
In the secondary period, and in at least the Freshman and Sophomore years of the college, not only are the studies almost identical, but the character of the teaching is the same. The chief function of the instructor is to teach well what has been discovered and arranged, and thereby to form mind and character. Naturally such instructors would have fine opportunities for writing school and college text-books. Original research, while not denied them, is a subordinate end. With the real university professor, on the contrary, the chief aim should be to teach methods of original investigation, and to employ them in actual research. As the writer was educated under the elective system from the beginning to the end of his school life, and never saw a curriculum in operation until he was thirty years old, it goes without saying that he favors the elective system in secondary schools and in colleges.
Experience, however, shows that some restrictions are wise, the liberty increasing and the restrictions diminishing as the student makes progress. If we are to enjoy the best results in the college, and also in the university, greater attention must be paid to the professional training of teachers for these institutions. Unfortunately pedagogy is reverenced chiefly in our elementary public schools. In our academies, colleges and universities such studies are regarded generally with indifference and sometimes with contempt, and it is not yet thoroughly recognized that there is really a science of education. As the colleges train masters for the secondary schools we cannot hope for order and sympathy and the best results throughout our educational system until some knowledge of the science of education and of the theory and art of teaching are required of every applicant for a position as teacher everywhere.
Finally, the general question arises whether each state should not exercise some supervision over its private and denominational schools and colleges.
New York does this. It would be a blessing, I think, if every state had a board of education consisting of, let us say, the superintendent of public schools, the president of the state university, the president of one of the state normal schools, the superintendent in one of the larger cities, the principal of an endowed academy, the president of a denominational college, and the principal of one of the larger public high schools, said board to have power to grant charters to colleges and academies, and to supervise those already incorporated, and to deprive them of their privileges and titles when they cease to deserve them. In I893 the Board of Regents in the state of New York took their charters from several feeble colleges, and put two more on probation. This was good work for a single year.
The most interesting questions are those which pertain to the inner and higher life of secondary schools and colleges. These I have wholly neglected.
Believing that thus I was meeting your wishes, I have confined my treatment of the subject to the external and formal side. Time rather than interest is wanting to speak of that spirit and life in school and college which alone make questions of outward classification, organization and management worthy of consideration.
The paper was discussed as follows: PRINCIPAL E. W. COY, Cincinnati, O.
I concur fully with the gentleman who has just addressed you in his opening statement respecting the difficulty of defining a secondary school and what I have to say will relate especially to the secondary school rather than the college.
We speak of childhood and youth and manhood, but I think it will be difficult for any of us to tell just where childhood ends and where youth begins and where youth ends and manhood begins. And so in the case of secondary education.
The course of education may be compared better to the upward slope of an inclined plane than to progress by abrupt steps. There is no place along that inclined plane where you can draw a line and say elementary education ends here and secondary begins, or secondary education ends here and higher education begins. We look in vain to find anything like a definition of the secondary school. I think we have drawn the terms primary, secondary and superior or higher education from European sources. They hardly apply to our conditions and they hardly apply to European conditions, except as we pass from secondary to higher education. It seems to me that it is a matter not simply of the subjects studied, but that there is really a psychological basis the foundation of this distinction, that there is a difference not alone in the subject This term has been used somewhat carelessly in this country. I-looked over some of the reports of our commissioner of education to see what he has said about secondary education, and I find in the report of i880 that "secondary instruction is an expression of somewhat vague meaning in the United States, comprehending all instruction in other than elementary schools and that given in the collegiate departments of universities, colleges and professional schools." In the report of i88i we find nearly the same language used. In the report of I89I-2 the commissioner says, "the exact place of the secondary school has not been definitely determined." Dr. Harris says, "this is the characteristic of primary or elementary instruction, that it must take the world of human learning in fragments and fail to see the inter-communication of things. The education in high schools and academies, which we call secondary education, begins to correct this inadequacy of elementary education; it begins to study processes; it begins to see how things and events are produced; it begins to study causes and productive forces." I think that is about as far as we have gone up to this point in defining what a secondary school is. The same subject may belong both to the primary and to the secondary school. While geometry, for instance, is classed among secondary studies, there is a phase of geometry study that belongs in the primary school. So with the sciences, so with history for instance. History is both a primary study and a secondary study and a study in the higher department.
The learning of stories connected with history, the reading of biographies belong to elementary schools. What is the difference between this work of the elementary school and of the secondary school? It seems to me that the work of the primary school appeals primarily to the powers of observation, to the perceptive faculties to the memory, and to the imagination. We do not mean that the pupil does not begin to reason very early, but that the reason is appealed to very little in the elementary stage. When we come to the secondary school we present subjects in a different way and appeal to reason, judgment and the reflective powers and only in a secondary way to the perceptive powers. When we go higher than this, we have still a different kind of instruction and different method appealing to still different powers. Mr. President: It must have been in an hour of even unwonted weakness that I consented to participate in the discussion of this involved and technical question. It is not a field into which I would naturally have entered, for it is well known to the people who know anything of me that I lay no claim to special information touching the "technique" of education.
After what we heard last evening, from very high authority, it would seem to be unfashionable to be an "expert." Indeed it seems to have become my mission in life to stand by the patient who is being treated by an "expert," as his next friend, and see that the dose is one which he can stand.
I do not suppose it was expected that anyone would present a definite answer to the question. President Jesse has come as near the impossible as anyone could be expected to do. That is doubtless owing to the fact that he hails from the great state of Missouri, of which we heard such wonderful things last night. I read President Jesse's paper with a great deal of interest before I came here, and I marked some passages for comment, but I find that he has eliminated them.
Generally speaking, I suppose it may be said that the mission of the elementary school is to train the child so that he may help himself, become self-supporting and be a safe citizen of the state; that the mission of the high school and college is to train the pupil so that he may reach out and take hold of the higher things of life, and exert an influence upon people and affairs about him, and that the great work of the university is to engage in original research and add to the amount of the world's information.
I am, of course, well aware that these definitions are open to criticism, but, roughly speaking, I suppose they would hold good.
We cannot tell just where the high school course is to end and the college course commence. We all believe that they are continuous and ought to be uninterrupted, but the differing circumstances of different communities will have much to do with fixing the point where the high school course shall stop and the college course begin. That point will be advanced higher and still higher as communities grow in size and increase in knowledge, in culture, in means, and in all of the instrumentalities for educational development and progress. A high school in the city of Chicago, with several hundred pupils and twenty or thirty teachers, must necessarily be a very different institution from a high school in the southern part of the state of Illinois, with fifty or seventy-five pupils and three or four teachers. It is not for us to unduly commend the one or do anything that will discourage the other. Perhaps both may be equally deserving of commendation.
It is for this association to do what it can to assist both.
No one is responsible for this condition of things. It is the inevitable result of natural conditions; and the college which meets the work of the more lowly high school, and does what it can to stimulate and encourage that institution, is none the less a college than the one whose fetich is advanced entrance requirements, but which commonly has a door somewhere through which anyone can get into some department of the institution.
If I am not right about this then it is only within very recent years that the great universities of the country came to be colleges at all.
In the course of the discussion this morning there has been reference to the work of the colleges and secondary schools in the New England and Middle States as compared with similar work here. There is a difference in this work in the different sections, in consequence of early differences in organization and purposes which are historic. The public high school in the East was organized with special reference to taking the students from the grammar schools and fitting them for the duties of life, and not with a view of preparing them for college, for the very good reason that the ground was already occupied by private fitting schools. Of course the logic of events has been against these private fitting schools and many of them have ceased to exist. All have ceased to occupy the relative position which they once did, and the public high schools have come to take their places as college preparatory schools.
The public high school in the West never traveled over that road. From the beginning it was intended that it should not only prepare for life work, but fit for college as well. This fact has had a very important bearing upon the development of secondary school work in the East and in the West, and I am bound to say that in the end it will prove true that the advantage was with us in consequence of that fact.
I have heard with great pleasure the comments of the writer of the paper, and others, upon the relatively perfect school organization and the excellent work which is being done for secondary and higher education in the state of New York, It is my deliberate judgment that the state of New York exercises more authoritative direction over all branches of educational work and has a more perfect school organization than any other state in the Union; and it is needless for me to add that I think that healthy and rapid educational development is largely dependent upon these things.
This leads me to one other thought and with that I will be content. While probably it was not expected that there would be any very definite answer to the question under consideration, but rather that it should arouse thought, stir up intellectual energy, provoke discussion and provide the means for intellectual dissipation, still I think that one thing may be very definitely said. There is one step we might take, and take with confidence. I had the pleasure of reading President Jesse's paper about a week ago, and took just as much pleasure in hearing it read this morning. It is full and exhaustive, covering the whole subject, and asking just the questions which a listener would wish to ask, and also making clear answers to these questions.
There is little left for me to do but to retraverse the ground, and enforce some things of which he spoke in a passing way. However, I want to add a little to what he said, emphasizing a few points. I may take exceptions to some views presented in the paper; but, for the most part, I am in hearty accord with President Jesse's presentation of the subject.
"What constitutes a college?" "What constitutes a secondary school ?" It is a matter of common experience that these terms are not clearly defined, and we are in danger of using them as we read the labels upon the druggist's bottles and jars without actually knowing the properties of the contents.
I prefer to speak upon the second half of the subject: "What constitutes a secondary school ?" The question becomes more definite and easier if we put it in another form: "What studies should be included in the work of the four years that immediately precede entrance to the institutions we call colleges, and what should be the methods of study and instruction ?" I believe myself that the course in such schools should be at least four years long. I believe every teacher of the secondary schools would be glad to have a four years' course. The fact is that we cannot do the work we are expected to do in three years. We are crowded in four years. I believe every secondary school should have a four years' course after the completion of English Grammar, Arithmetic, and United States History, except that United States History might be taken up for intensive study in the last part of the course. I am satisfied with the way the course is laid out by President Jesse. With reference to the teachers, it seems to me that this is a matter that will have to be touched in a gentle way. I think there is a cure for our poor teachers in secondary schools. I think it was President Angell who said that a teacher should at least have a higher training than that he was called upon to give. This means a great deal. I have felt that I never wanted men or women to teach under me who were not college graduates, and if they had enjoyed a university education, I would prefer them. Why ? Simply because a man should have been taught to investigate and discover in order to teach. It gives him a breadth of view which leads him to compare and interpret and also guide in a way that no other man can. I would not accept even a normal graduate as a teacher, unless he had had the right sort of teaching in connection with or prior to his normal training. Just add a year of pedagogy to some lower training and that does not make a teacher. He must have first the fact, and then he must have the scientific reason for the fact, and then he should have also, if possible, the method of discovery. This is ideal. It ought to be carried out as far as possible, if we are to make secondary education truly scientific and properly preparatory for college education. The governments of the various states can regulate this matter. I believe they will have to do it. In the state of Minnesota something is being done in that direction which will, I believe, prove efficient.
As the writer of the paper suggested, there should be laboratories in every secondary school. In physics, in chemistry, and in botany the work should be partly laboratory work. I believe that in the secondary school there should always be a text-book in these subjects, even with excellent teachers. It seems to me that the student in the secondary school will perceive the facts more quickly, if he has the text-book as a basis than if he is given a mere outline. I have seen hopeless instances of the outline method, when it seemed that the class might have done well with any good book. In the subject of botany, a student in the secondary school should be required not only to pursue the work of the text-book but to prepare a herbarium with from thirty to fifty specimens carefully mounted. In chemistry it seems to me that the work ought to be largely laboratory work, after the method of college work. I know of no reason why it should not be so. In Pillsbury Academy, students make formal recitations one hour a day for two days in the week, and spend two hours a day in the laboratory the other three days.
In the study of history the student should be required to consult several authors upon the same subject, and should become familiar with the common sources of information by using them.
I would like to emphasize a reference made in the paper regarding the teaching of the ethics of the higher relations of life. Certainly tl.e idea of right should be made familiar. The student should be required to be honest in his work and to regard the rights of others. There might be a difference of opinion with regard to the basis of ethics. This need not be discussed. We must insist on doing right, because this does not injure others and because it will lead others not to injure us. In a word, put it upon a purely utilitarian basis, if need be, namely, that it pays. In the regular school work we cannot help teaching ethics. Punctuality, regular attention to duty, courtesy, all beget ethical habits and lead the boy to inquire after right in larger relations. We must not think that we can educate a boy's mind on Monday and Tuesday, his body on Wednesday and his conscience on Sunday. The brain and conscience must be educated together. We should be honest as teachers, and always give a boy's motive fair consideration. We should seek to make our boys honest in their athletic contests, even when their opponents are dishonest.
I think that a great deal can be done in secondary schools towards I want to touch upon a differentiation of teaching in the secondary schools which President Jesse put into his manuscript, but omitted in reading. Wherever the state pays for secondary schools, it ought to put into them manual training. I think manual training ought to be put in because it is good economy for the state to put it in. I do not know as I would put it in as a substitute for every language.
I would take out all the foreign languages except one from one course, and put in a certain amount of manual training. Because the state pays for it, the state ought to spend its money where the money will serve the state best. I have spent a good many years of my life trying to teach Latin. I honor it and fully appreciate its disciplinary value, and yet for all of that I have dragged so many boys through four years of it who ought never to have begun, that my conscience troubles me at times. Here is a boy who can draw. He has a gift for it; he knows whether a thing is square when he looks at it. That boy ought to have a chance to work along his natural bent, because it will pay best; he will make a better man, he will respect himself more, and serve the community better. We have too many poor lawyers, poor physicians, who are abusing our bodies, too many poor teachers, who are abusing the minds of the young. The beginnings of education in secondary schools turn them towards the learned professions.
But contractors everywhere complain that they cannot find competent woodworkers, steam fitters, plumbers, decorators, and wood finishers. Not long ago an English journeyman, in any craft, must serve seven years' apprenticeship. This gave England skilled artisans.
Many a boy would be saved from idleness and even from vagrancy and crime, if avenues to practical education were open to him in our secondary schools. I know that all this is contrary to accepted theories of secondary education, but may not further progress be possible ? There is no such barrier to advancement, especially in scientific investigation, as a widely accepted theory.
I would put manual training into the secondary schools appointed by the state, and then I would have the student with practical bent go to a scientific school. I would not let him go to college at all. How shall we raise the grade of the secondary school ? The suggestion was made that we might do it by enriching the seventh and eighth grades. I believe it could be done. Our young people want to think and they do think, and they put things together more than we give them credit for sometimes; but I believe the colleges must set the standards. While we do not put everybody through a four years' course in Pillsbury Academy, it is because the state universities are glad to get them after a three years' course. I am at my wits' end to know what to do now because of this very thing. I believe also this, that in some way or other there should be a common standard adopted. We cannot satisfy all the colleges because their requirements differ. Gentlemen of the higher schools, if you come to an agreement, I am satisfied it will help the lower schools, and we will be able to please you better. One thing more; I believe you ought to do just as is done in Michigan.
Appoint a committee to go abroad and see what the lower schools are doing. If you will take account of the character of the teachers, general character of the work of the school, and put a premium upon it, and then if you will admit students mainly upon the recommendation of the principal or the faculty of the institution, I believe we will serve you of the higher schools better. We have all spoken chiefly for the lower schools this morning, and yet this is fitting; for if you are going to raise the standard of education you will have to put the jackscrews upon the bottom. I want to bear you witness this morning from twenty-one years' experience in the secondary school, you, gentlemen of the colleges, will have to set the standard or you will never get the secondary school up to it. I would like to say a few words on the subject of conferring degrees. I think if we take the animal by the horns we shall be able to accomplish something as the outcome of this paper and this discussion. If we could control or limit the degree conferring power in the states which we represent we would accomplish a vast amount. Unfortunately, the condition of affairs is a very loose one at the present time. In the state of Iowa, in accordance with the terms of the law "Any number of people may associate themselves and become incorporated for the establishment of seminaries of learning." " Corporations of an academical character are invested with authority to confer the degrees usually conferred by such institutions."
In other words, three of the janitors at our university at an expense of the fee for recording may found a university of their own, and may confer degrees upon anybody. This ought not to be, but it will take a long time to make a change in the law, I fear, unless some of the other states will support us, and I do not think we are alone in this state of degradation. If all the states that are represented in this North Central Association will join together, and if this association will take a definite stand I believe that in a very short time a reform in this matter can be accomplished.
That is the only point that I care to take up excepting one that was suggested by the remarks of the last speaker in regard to the State University of Minnesota taking pupils from the high schools at the end of the third year. There is something to be said on the other side. I know a young man at present in our Junior class who never was in a high school. He had entered an academy expecting to be admitted to the university the next year. But as it appeared that he lacked less than one-half year's work of the entrance requirements his father appealed to me to use my influence to get him admitted even though under heavy conditions, urging that it would be far better for the boy to be under a strain than to be spending the whole year in doing less than half a year's work, with the risk of forming habits that might ruin him for life. The matter having been referred to a committee of the faculty it was decided to admit him. He is now in the Junior class, has made up all of his conditions, stands well in everything, and in some subjects attained the highest mark in his last term's examinations, and he will complete his four years' course before he is nineteen. This is not an isolated case. There are many boys who might be prepared to enter college at an earlier age, and I believe that one of the greatest benefits to be derived from this association will be that we shall sooner or later agree upon some methods by which it can be done. Resolved, That at the request of the executive officers of that committee, this Association appoint three of its members to act as a correspondence committee, and to render such assistance as they may be able, in furthering the efforts of this National Committee to bring about a better understanding between the Colleges and the Secondary Schools regarding the quality and quantity of work required in preparation for admission to our colleges.
Iowa-Charles
It was moved by President Rogers that a committee, including one representative from each state in the Association, be appointed to report at the next annual meeting on possible legislation regulating the granting of academic degrees, President Angell to act as chairman, and President Draper to be second member of the committee. Adopted.
President Harper moved that President Rogers be added to the committee, which motion was adopted.
President Harper then invited all delegates and members of the Association to take luncheon at his home at half past twelve.
The meeting then adjourned until half past two o'clock. 
